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... Ivy League degrees, but every two weeks some Silicon Valley techies turn into vicious street brawlers in a real-life,
underground fight club.. If Tyler Durden was a software engineer instead of a projectionist (or, if Michael Bolton directed his
rage towards humans, and not copiers) the .... TV report for German Television about an illegal fight-club in the Silicon Valley.
I produced this segment 2007 .... Samantha is with Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), and they are sponsoring Digital Fight Club once
again this year. “We started by just going to some .... Back in 2000, software engineer and martial arts instructor Gints Klimanis
founded the Gentlemen's Fight Club in his garage in Menlo Park, .... "In Silicon Valley we have the highest concentration of
aggressive people in the United States. And it's a .... Why do men in Silicon Valley join Apple engineer Gints Klimanis's fight
club? In this clip, Limanis tells ESPN:. The Silicon Valley “Gentlemen's Fight Club” has just two rules: don't cripple your
friend, and don't bring him to tears. Other than that, anything .... misc. From The Editors' Inbox. From: REDACTED To:
editor@sfist.com Date: Sep 2, 2006 12:24 PM Subject: Silicon Valley Fight Club question (9/2/06): Silicon .... "Uppercut" is
the latest short film by California is a place about the underground, invite-only Gentlemen's Fight Club that takes place in a
Menlo .... The real history of Silicon Valley's infamous nerd fight club is far stranger than you might think. From keyboard
fights to knives, this is the story of .... Since the 1999 movie Fight Club, real-life "fight clubs" have been popping up all over the
country. One group in California's Silicon Valley .... Members of the Gentlemen's Fighting Club in Silicon Valley tussle in 2006.
Jeff Chiu/Associated Press. For the most part, these real-life fight clubs are by invitation .... In Silicon Valley we have the
highest concentration of aggressive people in ... Gints K., Software Engineer .... A club founded by a software engineer, is a
place where geeks from Silicon Valley can go to take some aggression out with their fists.. JOHN GIBSON, HOST: So breaking
the first two rules, a group of Silicon Valley "techies" have made up their own rules for their own fight club.. "In Silicon Valley
we have the highest concentration of aggressive people in the ... Uppercut - After Work Club .... California is a place The
Silicon Valley "Gentlemen's Fight Club" has been meeting once every two weeks for more than 11 years.. Silicon Valley and the
tech boom of the late '90s and early '00s lead to a lot of people making a lot of money very quickly. It took a certain type of
personality. You .... They may sport love handles and Ivy League degrees, but every two weeks some Silicon Valley techies turn
into vicious street brawlers in a ... 640313382f 
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